**School Behaviour Plan**

**ADMINISTRATION CONSEQUENCES**

**Level 2**

Recommendation by the Principal for students receiving continual suspensions or as a result of an extremely serious incident. An Exclusion Review Panel is formed to review the school's exclusion application. Incident is formally recorded on school and department systems.

For continual unacceptable or serious breaches of behaviour. *Out of School suspension* is at the discretion of the Administration. Incident is formally recorded on schools and department systems.

For continual unacceptable or serious breaches of behaviour. *In school suspension* is at the discretion of the Administration. Incident is formally recorded on school and department system.

**CLASS BEHAVIOUR MANAGEMENT**

**Level 1**

For repeated breaches of school or class rules. Child is withdrawn from playground to complete detention for a period of time. Incident is formally recorded on school system. A blue Detention slip will be sent home with the child to be signed by the parent and returned to admin.

For repeated breaches of school or class rules. Child is withdrawn to another class for a period of time. Parents are notified by the classroom teacher.

For repeated breaches of school or class rules: Child is informed of their breach of behaviour and the consequences may include class detention at recess or lunch.

*Formal Warning* – Child is informed of their breach of behaviour and the consequences e.g. timeout. Students have the opportunity to “fix behaviour” and move back to green.

Child receives verbal warnings before being placed on Orange. Child is informed that they will move to next level if they do not make “good choices”.

---

**Parents**

You will be notified of your child’s behaviour when serious breaches of the school or class rooms have occurred.

We encourage you to discuss the identified behavioural issue with your child using the steps listed. Please assist them to determine what they can do to improve their behaviour.